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ADHESIVE BACK DOT REPOSICIONABLE
Description:

On either side self-adhesive, cadmium free, transparent, monomeric soft vinyl film. One side all over coated with permanen, strong adhe-
sive, the other side with dot-shaped adhesive for easy and bubble-free mounting.

Coated with a solvent free, age resistant and permanently elastic acrylate adhesive.

Applications: 

For challenging adhesions of heavy and difficult materials like textiles, synthetic leather, wallpaper, blockout flexface or banner materials 
on flat surfaces. Mounting film for photos, PE-paper, inkjet and digital prints on several surfaces such as hardfoam, smooth PVC surfaces, 
poluestyrene, polycarbonate, Forex chipboard laminated, aluminium, etc. 

Ideal for mounting on a wide range of graphic display boards and panels, trade fair constructions, window decorations and universal short 
term applications. Universally applicable for indoor use.

Transform any rigid or flexible support into repositionable:
       o Photographic or poster paper
       o Polypropylene or polyester films
       o PVC tarpaulin
       o Rigid supports: feather board, pegasus, foamed pvc, polypropylene

Save on assemblies, trips and displacement of the assemblers. Any backing adhesive bonded with Punto Dot Adhesive becomes easy 
to apply and repositionable.

Corrects application errors on the fly without leaving adhesive residue and keeping the original support intact.

Advantages: 

       o Easy to handle
       o Strong adhesion
       o The Dot system facilitates its application without bubbles

FILM TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Thickness 70 +/-4 mic

Weight 90 +/-4 g/m2

ADHESIVE SIDE 1 TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Thickness 76 +/-5 mic

Value pH 7,0 pH

Adhesive strength [N/25mm] 10 min : >1,0         24h: >1,5       AFERA 4001

MASKING TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Thickness 76 +/- 5 mic

Weight 88 +/-3 mic

Removal force [mN/cm] 60 +/-20 mN/cm

ADHESIVE SIDE 2 TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Value pH 7,0 pH

Adhesive strength [N/25mm] 10 min : >1,0         24h: >1,5       AFERA 4001
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